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Literary Aspects in C S Forester’s Work? 

1. Introduction 

During our AGM in 2011, I had a brief discussion with John Forester in the back of Lawrie’s 
car while we were heading towards our AGM on ‘HQS Wellington’ in London. Subject: has 
CSF written literature or not?  John was resolute: “My father was a great storyteller but he 
did not write literature”. End of discussion? Yes and No.                                                                                                  
The subject has always intrigued me. It became more and more apparent since I wrote some 
comments on books or persons in “Reflections”. For instance some of you may remember 
our discussion on the Book of the Year 2011 - ‘Brown on Resolution’ - one of my favourites 
(yet not Ludwig’s, as everybody can read in Reflections 20). But also rereading my lecture on 
William Bush in 2012 triggered me. So, has CSF perhaps written literature after all? Or - less 
controversial - does at least some of his work contain ‘literary elements’? Hence the title of 
my lecture (with question mark). 

Firstly, however, we must establish what literature is or, at least, have some consensus 
about it. We thereby usually put it face to face with ‘reading’ or ‘storytelling’. However, 
defining it is not easy, with many different opinions and sometimes convictions. Exploring all 
the definitions that I have found and heard, I start with the elements I have discovered. So 
here we go: 

1. There has to be a clear message and sometimes a moral element, not merely 
relaxation like in ‘reading’. 

2. The author of literature wishes to express a meaning – of life, of the way things go or 
should go - which is more than an opinion. 

3. Persons (or objects) involved are central, not the story. The story itself is the vehicle.  
4. Reflection in a book or short story is a key element of literature. 
5. Literature must put you to think about the story, wake you up if you like.  
6. The style, the construction and the chosen words must have ‘depth’; there must be 

several layers. 
7. It costs you more energy to understand the story than just ‘reading’. 
8. Literature transcends, goes beyond reality. 
9. A strong personal conviction based on experience – good, but often bad – of the 

author in question is a central element. 

Literature usually contains more than one of these elements. 

Yet I have also found out that literature is not seldom an object of discussion. The famous 
English writer Rudyard Kipling for instance has, according to some (including the Nobel Prize 
Committee in 1902), definitely written literature, but according to others not, he was just a 
good storyteller.   
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To which (perhaps) preliminary conclusion regarding CSF does this lead? Not to literature, 
according to John Forester; he has written excellent reading and storytelling. And if we 
project the above mentioned elements there are certainly some which support this 
conclusion.                                                                      

Yet to me it is too easy, because the character of the men and women (!) involved, the style 
and structure of the books, from thrillers to naval fiction, are very important. And he pays a 
lot of attention to these persons, whether it is Horatio Hornblower, Albert Brown, The 
General or – as I read in Reflections 21 in an analysis by Lawrie- the tormented people in his 
three crime novels. 

2. First examples (to keep my story lively) 

What is a ‘literary aspect’ in CSF books? 

- In The Happy Return, Horatio Hornblower on board the Spanish lugger is confronted 
with a very badly treated, mad El Supremo. His reaction is one of deep shock 
confronted with this - even by 18th century standards - highly uncivilized behaviour. It 
goes against all his convictions, yet his reaction – despite his anger - is one of 
restraint. He is angry at the Spanish captain, but he remembers  that in his own 
country people did the same. The only answer he can give is asking the (no doubt 
very catholic) Spanish captain ‘why El Supremo does not get the chance of making his 
peace with God?’. I think this is an example of a literary element. Hornblower could  
in a triumphant way have enjoyed the downfall of his enemy, who caused so much 
death on his ship and trouble overall. Yet he chooses the hard way, almost punishing 
himself with his (civilized) behaviour. In this respect, CSF creates a certain depth. 

- I have reread my opinion on Brown on Resolution. I then, and still, believe the deeper 
meaning is a religious one. The deep love of Albert Brown for the navy has at least a 
religious aspect. Or, as our great friend Jetse Reijenga wrote - ( ) This underlying story 
is the birth, life and death of Jesus Christ. It is a religious metaphor. Everything fits; 
pregnant Agatha rejected from her home, forced to go into exile and deliver in a 
humble environment, and nobody but Agatha herself knows who the father is (a 
Captain, in CSF’s words, is like God). Some sentences later, he adds: ‘On the island 
Albert is crawling up the thorny rocks of his mount Golgotha, to sacrifice himself for 
the salvation of civilization and to meet his Maker . Whether you agree or not, you 
can at least trace a literary element in this passage 

- The power and influence of personal experiences of the author is put into 
perspective by our new CSF member, Andreas Mügge, in his excellent essay on this 
subject which we all received recently. It deals with the death of Captain Sawyer and 
the deeper background behind it. It puts CSF and the character of Hornblower in line 
with each other.  I hope he does the same with his lecture on William Bush (can 
hardly wait!) 
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3. Some more on literature  

Perhaps it is useful now to portray some acknowledged literature writers from various 
countries to create some perspective (or depth if you like). I have chosen three countries 
and three writers (and I apologize for the countries I have excluded). Yet I know no other 
way. 

From France - Albert Camus - central theme: the meaning of life, what is the purpose of 
our existence, very powerfully written in books like The Plague, The Stranger and The 
Myth of Sysifus. Excellent literature!                                                                                                           
From Britain – Jane Austen - central theme: man and women on an equal basis both 
having the same emotions, feelings, rationale, the same qualities, they both have 
prejudices, like prose and poetry, but in different situations. In all her books, these 
themes return (sometimes with a naval connection in Mansfield Park and my favourite 
Persuasion).                                                                                                                                     
From The Netherlands – Arthur van Schendel - central theme : neo romanticism in for 
instance his book “The frigate-ship Johanna Maria” in which not the love between two 
persons (in those days man and women), but the love of a ship, is the central theme. 
When the ship dies, the captain dies. 

The question again is: if we place the works of CSF opposite to this literature and its authors 
(and many others), where can we position him?  

 

4. Second series of examples 

- When I gave my lecture on the role of William Bush in 2012, I also looked for literary 
elements. I may have found them. First of all in CSF’s description of Bush in Lieutenant 
Hornblower. In it, he puts the characters of both men opposite each other. In my lecture 
then I mentioned the fact that William Bush has a big role in the stories (especially in the 
events on board Renown with Captain Sawyer, Andreas). I consider him the great ‘enabler’ 
and a necessary factor alongside Hornblower. What I find literary is how he grows. In my 
view - and I have said it before in 2012 - CSF has given the more or less anonymous seamen a 
vital place in this period of naval history. In Reflections 23, I have written something about 
this aspect. The passage in chapter XVII of Lieutenant Hornblower (excellent writing by CSF, 
one of his best) about the change which has overcome William Bush is a bit too long to 
quote here. But if you will permit me, I repeat the words I spoke in 2012: ( ) The fact that 
Bush realises that there is more between heaven and earth creates unrest and he feels 
uncomfortable with it. He is almost happy when he has to deal with all the bugs, lice and 
other insects that infest Renown after the Spaniards have left. CSF has made a crucial point: 
that if people like Bush become aware of acts of other capable men (like Hornblower) and 
allow this into their minds and deeper thought and to influence their prejudices, they gain 
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understanding ( ). In my opinion, this is an element of literature, because it creates an extra 
layer  

- The Ship. Here CSF gives HMS Artemis limbs, organs, a soul, a personality.  Seamen of the 
Royal Navy make this personality work, when it does its job, when it gets wounded, when it 
stops fighting.  It resembles a bit the Dutch book that I mentioned earlier (The frigate 
Johanna Maria). However, it lacks its connection with the captain who dies with the ship.  So 
this is in my opinion a clear example of a very good story, however with few literary 
elements (if any).  

 

5. Other writers of naval books and stories 

There are many other writers who have written about the sea. Some have written literature, 
some have written naval stories. To the first category belong Joseph Conrad, an 
acknowledged literature writer (although difficult to read) and Herman Melville (well-known 
of course for Moby Dick, definitely literature). The other writers of naval fiction - the second 
category - are Marryat (Mr. Midshipman Easy), Dudley Pope, Northcote Parkinson and our 
great opponent, I would almost say, Patrick O’Brian (with his Aubrey – Maturin books). None 
of these writers has written literature. Detail: I have read six or seven O’Brian books, some of 
them are good but some certainly not. Intriguing is one of the reviews. It boasts ‘Jane Austen 
sur Mer’. Definitely an insult to my   beloved author. In between these categories, I mention 
two well-known authors:  Nicolas Monsarrat and Herman Wouk.  Monsarrat, with his The 
Cruel Sea, and his depiction of life on board HMS Compass Rose is excellent and full of 
literary elements especially when it comes to the characters and the depth of the story. 
Herman Wouk, with his Caine Mutiny, comes close too. His description of the essence of the 
trial against Captain Queeg contains a clear literary vision of what he wishes to express. It 
makes you think. 

 

6. Third series of examples 

- As I briefly mentioned, I reread Lawrie’s comment in Reflections 21 on the three crime 
novels CSF produced: Payment Deferred, Plain Murder and The Pursuit. I must admit that I 
have read two of them (PD and TP) but I hope you will allow me to say something about 
them.  All three novels have a single core. And that is “the lonely, single human being” who 
stands in a world he cannot cope with. I quote: Seemingly to rise above the suburban street 
he (CSF) knows so well (Dulwich) and to turn a long distance microscope on the struggles of a 
single human being, selected from the swirling mass around him ( ) . The result of the three 
stories here is a crime (rather terrible crime). Not positive. Contrary to this stand Horatio 
Hornblower, Albert  Brown  and others who are lonely too, but this results in a positive 
outcome. I think it is an example of a literary element in CSF’s books. 
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- Perhaps one of the best examples of a literary element is Horatio Hornblower himself. 
Much has been said about this achievement, in ‘Reflections’, by critics and in other books. 
For writing a series of books about such a unique character, contrary to the ‘gung ho’ heroes 
of other ‘reading’ or ‘stories’ of the period he wrote in, is to a certain degree a literary 
element in itself. A self-reflective, extremely self-critical, sometimes uncertain man who on 
the other side in his performance as a naval officer is bold and self-assured, thinks two or 
three steps ahead, an educated man with a middle class background and also the fact that in 
The Happy Return, CSF even specifies the literary preferences of Hornblower (opposite to  
those of Lady Barbara) is in my opinion a literary connotation. 

 

7. Finally 

Literary aspects in C S Foresters work? Does it matter? Is it relevant? Especially since our 
beloved author himself has more or less given the answer. On 1st  January 1947, CSF wrote a 
comment on The General. It was because he had been criticized for the fact that Hitler had 
had the book translated in the mid-thirties for his military staff. He more or less defended 
himself with the following words: ( ) When I sat down to write The General the possibility of 
influencing history never entered my mind. Why does a novelist write novels? He may want 
to exhibit himself, he may want money, but whatever his motive or his end, the means which 
he employs is first to catch and then to hold the attention of his readers. All I desired to do 
was to keep pleasantly occupied for a few hours the minds of the people who would read the 
book. 

So, yes, what does it matter? CSF has entertained thousands of people with good stories, 
sometimes with a message, sometime just to entertain, like we all experience in our Society 
and beyond. And I tell you what: if I had been an English teacher instead of a policeman (first 
choice), marine (second choice) and one day a  student came to me with to ask if he could 
give his interpretation “on literary aspects of C S Foresters work” and this student would 
have given an explanation like the one I gave you here, I would give him an A, even if I would 
have thought that he should have chosen Jane Austen or Joseph Conrad. 

21 August 2017, 

Dirk Scholten 

 

 


